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We previously reported that heparin-based nano-biomaterials produced by simple mixing of raw materials exhibit

sustained protein release, and thereby used as a drug delivery carrier. In the present study, we modified the nano-

biomaterials without employing any organic synthetic approach to retain the property as a cell-penetrating peptide

facilitating protein delivery to cell. We examined whether the heparin-based nano-biomaterials have the ability to deliver

exogenous proteins into cultured cells in vitro or into murine hepatocytes in vivo through intravenous injection to

anesthetized mice. Consequently, we found that the transferred protein was accumulated in both cultured cells and in vivo
hepatocytes.
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1. Heparin-based nano-biomaterials as a drug delivery carrier

We previously developed a novel heparin-based nano-biomaterial, referred to as "low-molecular-weight heparin/protamine

particles (LHPPs)", that are capable of interacting with nucleic acids (NAs), proteins, and cells to protect them from

proteolytic enzymes and thermal damage . LHPPs can be synthesized by simply mixing two types of polymer chains

(heparin and protamine) bearing opposite charges as monodisperse fine particles (micro- and nanoparticles). Their

synthesis does not depend on organic reactions, and is performed via electrostatic interactions. The LHPPs are proven to

exhibit controlled release of proteins  and useful for retaining cells, which allows them to adapt to cell culture

environments . For example, we reported that local administration of LHPPs carrying recombinant fibroblast growth

factor-2 (FGF-2), known as an angiogenic factor, resulted in the controlled release of FGF-2, finally causing angiogenesis

at the injection site of a mouse .  

2. An idea to develop improved-LHPPs (i-LHPPs) enabling protein delivery
into cells

In contrast with the above-mentioned case, LHPPs themselves were impossible to introduce a protein of interest into a

cell. If this process was successful, the utility of LHPPs should be greatly expanded because direct introduction of protein

into a cell does not require protein biosynthesis such as transcription (mRNA synthesis from the foreign gene), translation

of mRNA into protein, and post-translational modifications. However, in the case of protein delivery into a cell, maintaining

the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the delivered protein itself is very important. If the 3D protein structure is destroyed

and metamorphosed upon delivery into a cell, the protein will rapidly lose its function. In addition, the case of in vivo,

naked proteins introduced are rapidly degraded by proteolytic enzymes ubiquitously present in a given organism. Notably,

it has been reported that a protein fused to cell penetrating peptides (CPPs) exhibited an increased efficiency of

transmembrane transport by directly passing through a lipid membrane . Generally, CPPs have an amino acid

composition that either contains a high relative abundance of positively charged amino acids. Therefore, we hypothesized

that it might be possible to modify the surface of LHPPs through electrostatic interactions, because LHPPs have surface

charge.

In this study, we examined whether a new protein carrier, which is termed "improved LHPPs (i-LHPPs)", could be

produced by aforementioned idea without organic synthesis, and whether the i-LHPPs could be used as protein carriers

for delivering a protein into a cell in vitro and in vivo mouse hepatocyte via hydrodynamics-based gene delivery (HGD).
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3. Successful protein delivery by i-LHPPs

From examination of various conditions, we successfully developed i-LHPPs by mixing CPP with LHPPs . To test

whether i-LHPPs have the ability to transport a protein into a cell, NIH3T3 cells were co-incubated with medium containing

i-LHPPs/β-galactosidase (β-gal) complex for 24 h. As expected, blue deposits derived from β-gal were more frequently

discernible on the cells treated with i-LHPPs/β-gal complexes than those treated with β-gal alone or with LHPPs/β-gal

complexes (Figure 1).

Figure 1. i-LHPPs-mediated protein delivery in vitro. (A) NIH3T3 cells stained in the presence of x-gal for β-galactosidase

(β-gal) activity after in vitro protein delivery. In each microphotograph, the upper right image represents the magnified

image of the dotted square area. Notably, in untreated (intact) cells (A-a), or cells treated with i-LHPPs alone (A-b),

nonspecific positive reactions were observed, probably due to endogenous β-gal activity. A slight increase in blue

deposition was noted in cells treated with β-gal alone (A-c), or in those treated with LHPPs/β-gal complexes (A-d).

However, cells exposed to i-LHPPs/β-gal complexes exhibited distinct blue cytoplasmic deposits (A-e).

In addition, we used RNase T1 for i-LHPPs-mediated protein delivery experiment. RNase T1 is known to elicit cell death

caused by inhibition of RNA synthesis when delivered inside a cell . If the survival rate of cells in the intact group at each

day of culture was defined as 100%, cells treated with the i-LHPPs/RNase T1 complex reached approximately 50%

survival after 3 days in culture. These findings clearly suggest an incorporation of exogenous protein by a cell after i-
LHPPs-mediated protein delivery.

Next, to examine whether i-LHPPs-based protein delivery is also possible in vivo, we introduced the i-LHPPs/β-gal

complex intravenously using the HGD method, which is known to be effective for targeted delivery of NAs to hepatocytes

. Consequently, extensive and substantial brown deposits were recognizable throughout the liver specimens obtained

after intravenous delivery of i-LHPPs/β-gal complexes. From these findings, it was found that in vivo delivery of proteins

into hepatocytes is possible without loss of protein integrity when i-LHPPs are used as protein carriers.

4. Conclusion

We developed a novel protein carrier system, termed i-LHPPs, allowing delivery of a target protein into cells both in vitro
and in vivo . The most remarkable advantage of using i-LHPPs is that it does not require any organic synthetic process,

which always require skilled techniques and advanced expertise. i-LHPPs are produced through "simple mixing of

materials". By replacing CPP with other positively charged short peptides such as receptor specific-peptides, it would be

possible to deliver a protein into specific-tissues or organs. Thus, this system has great potential for use in various

research fields, including animal biotechnology and biomedicine, although there are some subjects to be overcome in

future, including physicochemical characterization.
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